Dynamics of explosive degassing of magma: Observations of fragmenting two-phase flows
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Abstract. Liquid explosions, generated by rapid degassing of strongly supersaturated liquids, have been investigated in the laboratory with a view to understanding the basic physical processes operating during bubble nucleation and growth and the subsequent behavior of the expanding two-phase flow. Experiments are carried out in a shock tube and are monitored by high-speed photography and pressure transducers. Theoretical CO₂ supersaturations up to 455 times the ambient saturation concentration are generated by a chemical reaction; K₂CO₃ solution is suddenly injected into an excess of HCl solution in such a way as to mix the two solutions rapidly. Immediately after the injection event, a bubble nucleation delay of a few milliseconds is followed by rapid nucleation and explosive expansion of CO₂ bubbles forming a highly heterogeneous foam. Enhanced diffusion due to advection in the flow coupled with continuous mixing of the reactants, and hence on-going bubble nucleation after injection, generates an increasingly accelerating flow until the reactants become depleted at peak accelerations of around 150 g and velocities of about 15 m s⁻¹. Stretching of the accelerating two-phase mixture enhances the mixing. Liberation of CO₂ vapor is spatially inhomogeneous leading to ductile fragmentation occurring throughout the flow in regions of greatest gas release as the consequence of the collision and stretching of fluid streams. The violence of the eruptions is controlled by using different concentrations of the HCl and K₂CO₃ solutions, which alters the CO₂ supersaturation and yield and also the efficiency of the mixing process. Peak acceleration is proportional to theoretical supersaturation. Pressure measurements at the base of the shock tube show an initial nucleation delay and a pressure pulse related to the onset of explosive bubble formation. These chemically induced explosions differ from liquid explosions created in other experiments. In explosions caused by sudden depressurization of CO₂-saturated water, the bubbles nucleate uniformly throughout the liquid in a single nucleation event. Subsequent bubble growth causes the two-phase mixture to be accelerated upward at nearly constant accelerations. Explosively boiling liquids, in which heterogeneous nucleation is suppressed, experience an evaporation wave which propagates down into the liquid column at constant average velocity. Fragmentation occurs at the sharply defined leading edge of the wavefront. The chemical flows effectively simulate highly explosive volcanic eruptions as they are comparable in terms of flow densities, velocities, accelerations, and in the large range of scales present. The large accelerations cause strong extensional strain and longitudinal deformation. Comparable deformation rates in volcanic systems could be sufficient to approach conditions for brittle fragmentation. Tube pumice is a major component of plinian deposits and ignimbrites and preserves evidence of accelerating flow conditions.

Introduction

The flow conditions that occur in explosive volcanic eruptions are known to be extreme. High-viscosity magma containing small amounts of dissolved gas becomes strongly supersaturated on approaching the Earth's surface. Gas bubbles nucleate and grow explosively and the magma disintegrates into a two-phase mixture of gas and pyroclasts that accelerates to velocities of order of a few hundred meters per second along volcanic conduits [Wilson et al., 1980; Dobran, 1992]. The timescales for these processes are very short. For example, in the plinian eruption of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980, estimates of chamber depth, magma discharge rates, conduit dimensions and volatile contents [Carey et al., 1990] constrain the time that it takes for an individual parcel of magma to move from the chamber to the Earth's surface as about 10 min. Due to pressure variations most bubble growth is confined to the uppermost parts of the magma column so the timescale for explosive degassing must be substantially less. Estimates from modeling studies [e.g., Kieffer, 1981; Dobran, 1992; Proussevitch et al., 1993; Sparks et al., 1994] suggest that timescales for prefragmentation bubble growth in plinian eruptions are of order 10 to 100 s. Explosive volcanic flows are unlikely to be observed directly. Therefore the processes involved can only be studied by theoretical modeling, simulation in analogue experiments, or...
examination of the geological record. All three approaches have their merits and limitations. Computer simulations [e.g., Sparks, 1978; Dobran, 1992; Proussevitch et al., 1993] cannot yet take into account the very wide range of scales and interacting processes that characterize volcanic flows and are thus required to make approximations which preclude them from recognizing the full richness of the physical phenomena that occur. Experimental studies in analogue systems can identify complex phenomena that are as yet beyond the capacity for numerical simulation. Experimental simulations of high-speed flows have already provided new insights into explosive volcanism through the study of overpressured jets [Kieffer and Sturtevant, 1984], vaporization of superheated liquids [Hill and Sturtevant, 1990], and the decompression of two-phase solid-gas beds [Anilkumar et al., 1993]. However, there remain important problems of scaling laboratory experiments to the large-scale natural flows, particularly in high-speed two-phase flows where scaling laws are not well established. Both experimental and theoretical simulations provide the underlying conceptual framework for interpretation of observations. Geological data and observations provide the motivation and constraints for developing theory and choosing useful experimental analogues to study.

This paper describes experiments on the behavior of strongly supersaturated aqueous solutions formed by chemical reaction due to mixing reactant fluids in a shock tube. In the experiments, concentrated solutions of K₂CO₃ and HCl are mixed rapidly together by a computer-controlled injection system. Mixing occurs within a few milliseconds via 96 turbulent jets. Large volumes of CO₂ are formed as a result of the reaction and the gas exsolves explosively to create a high-speed flow in the shock tube. The flows are monitored by high-speed photography and pressure transducers. Concentrations of CO₂ up to 455 times the ambient saturation concentration can be developed. This system was first used by Turner et al. [1983] to simulate volcanic degassing processes. The experiments complement studies of the decompression of CO₂-saturated aqueous solutions in shock tubes investigated at the California Institute of Technology [Mader et al., 1994]. The chemical reaction experiments described here can create significantly larger supersaturations and stronger flows than the other set of experiments and can investigate the effects of mixing fluids together. The effect of gas evolution in a mixing-limited system is important in volcanology as observations of mixed magmas containing several components with different chemical compositions is commonplace in volcanic deposits. It has been suggested that mixing of this sort could trigger explosive eruptions [Sparks et al., 1977].

The paper first describes the experimental method and apparatus. Typical flows are described and data on velocities, accelerations, and pressure fluctuations are presented. The experimental results are discussed in terms of the expansion of a two-phase fluid under explosive conditions for bubble nucleation and growth and the chemical and physical mechanisms of CO₂ production in the experiments. The scaling of the experiments to volcanic flows and the implications for explosive eruption processes are then discussed.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the instrumentation associated with the experimental apparatus. Prior to an experiment, the injector (INJ) is in the closed position. The reactants are stored inside the injector and in the test cell (TC). The drain from the injector is necessary to allow air to flow out of the injector during the filling process. An experiment then proceeds as follows. (1). The camera, a Hiycam S-2 rotating prism 16-mm high-speed cine camera, starts to run. This camera has filming rates up to 10,000 frames per second (fps). When the camera has reached the desired frame rate, usually 5000 fps in these experiments, it sends an electronic trigger to the computer. (2). The computer then immediately commences data collection from the pressure transducers PT1 and PT2 via the analog to digital converter ADC. Sampling is performed at 10 kHz. The transducers have a rise time of 1 μs. (3). The computer then opens the injector by activating solenoid 1 (SOL1) via relay 1 (REL1) thereby causing the pneumatic cylinder (CYL1) to rotate the inner cylinder of the injector. Subsequent activation of solenoid 2 (SOL2) via relay 2 (REL2) causes the other pneumatic cylinder (CYL2) to force the piston (PIS) upward and the reactant out of the injector. The two reactants are mixed in the test cell and the reaction proceeds. The solenoid valves have a response time of 5 ms, and from our experimental results we estimate that it takes 12 ms to open the holes and 14 ms to inject the reactant. (4). The camera switches off automatically when it runs out of film. The computer ceases data collection after a specified time, returns the piston, and closes the injector.

Apparatus

The apparatus used in the experiments is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a glass test cell (TC; ID 37 mm, wall thickness 6 mm) that is connected to a dome-shaped reservoir (RES; ID 330 mm, height 420 mm, wall thickness 8 mm) made of toughened glass. The test cell is supplied in 300-mm lengths and up to two sections are used in these experiments.

An experiment is initiated by rapidly mixing two chemical solutions thereby allowing the chemical reaction and hence gas evolution to take place. The mixing is achieved by means of an injector (INJ) that is sited at the base of the test cell (see Figure 1b). The injector has been designed to satisfy several criteria. First, the reactants must be kept apart prior to an experiment. Second, the injection of one reactant into the other must be fast and done in a way that maximizes the mixing. Third, the mixing process itself must not introduce any significant vertical or horizontal velocity components. Finally, the geometry of the injector must be such that it does not impede the progress of the expanding two-phase flow.

The injector consists of a stainless steel outer cylinder (OD 19 mm) that fits tightly over a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) inner cylinder (OD 16.6 mm, wall thickness 3.5 mm). Both cylinders have an identical set of 96 holes drilled in them (12 rows of 8 holes, OD 2 mm, distance between holes 7.5 mm). The holes can be opened by rotating the inner cylinder with respect to the outer cylinder, which is fixed, thereby aligning the holes.

Prior to an experiment, one reactant is fed into the injector and thus resides inside the PTFE inner cylinder. The other reactant fills the annular region in the test cell surrounding the injector. In the initial, closed position, the inner and outer cylinders are positioned so that the holes are not aligned and a seal is formed which prevents contact between the reactants. On initiation of the experiment, the inner cylinder is rotated with respect to the fixed outer cylinder to align the holes. The reactant stored inside the inner cylinder is then expelled as 96 turbulent jets by a piston (PIS) sited within the inner cylinder at the base of the injector. The motions of the inner cylinder and of the piston are performed by pneumatic cylinders (CYL) which are themselves computer controlled (see Figure 2).
Fig. 3. Plan view of the apparatus showing the relative positions of the light sources (LS), test cell (TC), and camera (CAM). The light sources all consist of 2-kW halogen light bulbs sited in 360 mm x 360 mm metal reflectors. The test cell is back lit by LS1 through a ground glass screen (GGS) and front lit by LS2 and LS3, which have no screens. The test cell itself is surrounded by a water jacket (WJ; not shown in Figures 1 and 2) which removes much of the optical distortion caused by the cylindrical lens of the liquid column in the test cell.

Bubble nucleation and growth and the subsequent motion of the flow front are recorded using high-speed motion photography. The test cell is illuminated from behind by a 2-kW halogen light bulb and from the front using two further 2-kW halogen light bulbs (see Figure 3). This lighting enables us to obtain a 100-mm depth of field thereby ensuring that the whole flow is in sharp focus.

During an experiment, the pressure exerted by the expanding foam flow is measured at the base and top of the test cell by piezoelectric pressure transducers PT1 and PT2 (see Figures 1 and 2). These transducers are mounted flush with the test cell base and wall and so do not obstruct the flow in any way. Prior to an experiment a very small underpressure was created within the reservoir (80 kPa absolute) using a small diaphragm pump. This prevented the dome from being lifted off its base by the force of the explosion and thus ensured that the chemicals remained confined within the apparatus.

Method

Experiments were carried out using K₂CO₃ solutions (4.5 M, 6 M) and HCl at three concentrations (6 M, 9 M, 12 M). In all cases the K₂CO₃ was first fed into the injector and then injected into the HCl which filled the annular region around the injector. The geometry of the apparatus results in the injected volume of saturated K₂CO₃ solution (3.96 mL) being much less than the volume of HCl (80 mL to 100 mL) in the test cell. Consequently, the K₂CO₃ can always be fully neutralized as there is always a large excess of HCl (see (1)). This means that the potential CO₂ yield is controlled only by the concentration of the K₂CO₃ and is 0.024 mol in all experiments using saturated K₂CO₃ (6 M). The effect of varying CO₂ yield was investigated by injecting 4.5 M K₂CO₃ into 12 M HCl producing a potential CO₂ yield of 0.013 mol. The theoretical supersaturation S produced by the chemical reaction is taken to be the ratio of the maximum possible concentration of CO₂ during mixing of the reactants with the ambient saturation concentration of CO₂ prior to mixing.

Principal observations of interest for these foam flows are the height of the flow front as a function of time, which is a measure of the volume of gas evolved, and the pressure exerted by the flow, which is a measure of the thrust experienced by the flow and the pressure in the fluid as the gas is exsolved.

The position of the flow front is recorded by the movie camera. The vertical frame dimension of the camera is typically 130 mm in real space. Thus to track the flow front all the way up the test cell, which is 600 mm long, five runs of the same experiment were performed with the camera mounted at different heights. In each case, a scale inside the water jacket was used to locate the flow front within the field of view and the height of the zero of the scale above the test cell base was measured. A set of five runs with the same experimental conditions but with the camera mounted at different heights is called a "series" in this paper. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the fluids and the experimental conditions for each of the series performed.

The experiments are computer controlled and the instrumentation has been described in the previous section (see in particular Figure 2). Pressure measurements at the shock tube base and top were also recorded automatically for each experiment, except for the experimental series 2 and 5. The lack of pressure data for these runs was the result of pressure transducer failure in the corrosive HCl environment. The pressure traces were also helpful in determining the reproducibility of experiments within a given series and thus provided a check on the validity of combining data sets in a series.

Experimental Results

General Observations of Expanding Flows

It is important in these experiments that the injector does not introduce any significant components of flow in either the vertical or horizontal direction. This was confirmed by dummy experiments in which water was injected into water. The fluid

Table 1. Experimental Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series of Reactant</th>
<th>Concentration of Reactant in Injector</th>
<th>Concentration of Reactant in Test Cell</th>
<th>Supersaturation Ratio, S</th>
<th>Potential CO₂ Yield at 20°C Mole L at RTP x 10⁻³ Pas x 10⁵ kg/m ³</th>
<th>Viscosity Density at 20°C x 10⁻³ Pas</th>
<th>Viscosity Density at 20°C x 10⁻³ kg/m ³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The viscosity and density values are taken from Weast [1983]. No uncertainties are quoted for these values. The uncertainty in the concentration of the solutions as made up for the experiments is likely to be about ± 1% primarily due to a small random error in the volume measurements. Along with an estimated uncertainty of no more than ± 1% in the injected volume, this translates into an error on the potential CO₂ yields of at most ± 2%. 


Figure 4. Views of a typical explosively expanding foam flow produced by the injection of 6 M $K_2CO_3$ into 6 M HCl. Each view shows about 9 cm of the shock tube. The initial height of the HCl in the test cell for this series was $h_o = 10$ cm. In the following, the height of the flow front above $h_o$ is called $\Delta h = h - h_o$. (a) Injection event ($t = 32$ ms; $\Delta h = 0$ cm). (b) Two-phase flow expanding in the annular region between the injector and test cell walls ($t = 41$ ms; $\Delta h = 3.5$ cm). (c) Converged two-phase flow which has detached from the tube walls ($t = 51$ ms; $\Delta h = 7.3$ cm). (d) Onset of flow front fragmentation ($t = 54$ ms; $\Delta h = 9.9$ cm). (e) Fragmentation region ($t = 55.5$ ms; $\Delta h = 12.3$ cm). (f) Fragmentation region ($t = 78$ ms; $\Delta h = 41.5$ cm).
surface was observed to rise by 1.3 mm in response to the increased volume of fluid on injection but no other motion was observed.

An example of a typical experiment is illustrated by the six photographs shown in Figure 4. The photographs were printed from 16-mm high-speed ciné film, which was exposed at a framing rate of 5000 frames per second (fps); the print quality is reduced because of the resulting large grain size, but the key features of the flows are reproduced. In the experimental run shown in Figure 4, 6 M K₂CO₃ was injected into 6 M HCl. In our experiments, the high degree of vesiculation causes the main body of the flow to be essentially opaque during much of an
experiment. In this section we describe the processes occurring during injection and at the head of the flow where clear features can be identified.

Figure 4a shows the injection of the $K_2CO_3$ into the HCl. When the injector is in the closed position, the seal between the two reactants is not perfect. Small amounts of leakage can occur leading to the formation of a few individual bubbles in the test cell near the injector prior to an experiment. The time $t = 0$ is taken as the time when the internal cylinder is rotated to open the injector holes and is therefore the time when the reactants are first properly in contact. This occurs 50 ms after the camera has reached the desired framing rate. The plunger, which performs the injection stroke, is activated at $t = 20$ ms later. Figure 4a was taken at $t = 32$ ms and shows clearly the formation of turbulent jets from the injector holes. The jets are well developed at the base but are only in the initial stages of development 3 cm up the injector. This is because the injection process takes 14 ms from the first appearance of the jets at the base to full development of turbulent jets at the top of the injector. Bubble nucleation is seen to commence within the turbulent jets after a delay of a few milliseconds. Thus bubble nucleation is clearly subject to both temporal inhomogeneity, due to the variation of injection time along the injector, and spatial inhomogeneity, due to nucleation being restricted to the region of the jets.

Figure 4b shows the flow front at $t = 41$ ms and a height $\Delta h = 3.5$ cm above the initial position of the liquid-air interface. The initial stages of the motion of the flow are controlled by flow around the injector. The flow propagates in the annular region defined by the test cell walls and the edge of the injector and remains in this region after flowing past the injector for some distance. Mixing across the test cell diameter occurs when the flow front reaches a height of approximately $\Delta h = 8$ cm. It is not possible to determine exactly the point of convergence because the flows are essentially opaque due to the extremely finely bubbled texture of these foams. Individual bubbles cannot be resolved in the initial stages of the flow.

Figure 4c shows the flow front at $t = 51$ ms and $\Delta h = 7.3$ cm. The initially annular flow has converged at the tube center to form a plug flow regime. Near the flow front, the foam is detached from the tube walls. The height where the flows first become detached from the tube walls depends on how violent the expansion is; the fastest flows detach as much as 7 cm lower down the tube than the slowest. The void space introduced by the detachment of the flow from the walls is a small fraction of the total volume of the flow (at most 15%). The flow front in Figure 4c is in the initial stages of fragmentation with foam ligaments (about 1 mm in length) extending ahead of the propagating flow giving the flow front a roughened appearance. These ligaments first appear at the point of convergence and are thought to arise from the collision of the foam streams.

Figures 4d ($t = 54$ ms, $\Delta h = 9.9$ cm) and 4e ($t = 55.5$ ms, $\Delta h = 12.3$ cm) show the fragmentation of the foam at the flow front. The foam ligaments expand with the flow to a length of typically 3 cm before fragmentation occurs. Initially, the fragmentation products at the flow head are shorter ligaments of approximately 0.5 cm in length which then form droplets of liquid and foam with diameters of a few millimeters. The visible fragmentation region extends over a height range of approximately 5 cm.

Figure 4f shows the flow front at $t = 78$ ms and $\Delta h = 41.5$ cm. The flow front is now fully fragmented and a wide range of fragment sizes is evident. In this experimental run we observed foam ligaments extending up to 5 cm in length prior to breaking down into foam globules (diameters of order 1 cm) and liquid droplets (diameters of order 0.1 cm). No clear fragmentation front is visible. Fragmentation occurs over a diffuse region which increased in length with time. Accurate determination of the location of the flow front is made difficult by the fragments moving ahead of the main body of the flow. The highest point at which the flow appears as fully opaque is taken to be the flow front. As fragmentation occurs in a region detached from the test cell walls, wall shear stress cannot limit the extension of the foam ligaments. Ongoing mixing of the two reactants leads to spatially and temporally nonuniform bubble nucleation and growth. The result is the highly heterogeneous flow and fragmentation seen here.

Position of the Flow Front With Time

Figure 5 shows the position of the flow front with time for the six series specified in Table 1. The data for each experiment were digitized by hand from the films. The exact time of injection for each run was not always known as the injector was only in view for one run in a given series. A smooth composite plot was obtained by adjusting the zero of time for each run. This procedure was considered legitimate since an analysis of the

Figure 5. Position of the flow front versus time for the six series specified in Table 1. The height plotted here is the height $h$ above the base plate. The different symbols denote data from different views of the test cell. Heights are accurate to $\pm 1$ mm and times to 0.2 ms (1 frame). Thus the error bars are about the size of the symbols and so are not shown. (a) Series 1: 6 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 6 M HCl. (b) Series 2: 6 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 6 M HCl. (c) Series 3: 6 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 9 M HCl. (d) Series 4: 6 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 12 M HCl. (e) Series 5: 6 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 12 M HCl. (f) Series 6: 4.5 M $K_2CO_3$ $\rightarrow$ 12 M HCl.
pressure traces from the runs suggested that conditions are highly repeatable in most experiments (see Pressure Traces). However, an exception is evident in the composite plot of series 5 (Figure 5e). The first two runs of this series do not join smoothly. This suggests that conditions were not strictly repeatable during these particular runs resulting in a difference in the acceleration experienced by the flow. As series 5 is one of the two series for which we have no pressure traces, it is not possible to make a clear statement about exactly how the conditions varied, nor is it possible to say which of the first two runs deviates most from the others in the series.

Figure 6 shows the data from Figure 5 replotted in log-log form. The series are grouped in pairs according to their theoretical supersaturation. All graphs have pronounced linear sections during the initial stages of the flow with slopes of 2.36 to 3.26. This means that the acceleration over these regions is increasing with time; a slope of 2 implies constant acceleration and a slope of 3 corresponds to a linearly increasing acceleration.

The motion of the flow front is principally influenced by the CO₂ supersaturation. This is supported by the comparison of series 6 (injection of 4.5 M K₂CO₃ into 12 M HCl) and series 3 (injection of 6 M K₂CO₃ into 9 M HCl) which show similar flow front evolution (Figure 6b). These flows have different potential CO₂ yields but the same theoretical CO₂ supersaturation.

**Velocity and Acceleration**

The velocity of the flow front as a function of time and height is shown in Figure 7. These plots were generated by drawing a smooth curve, fitted by eye, through the raw height-versus-time...
Figure 7. Velocity of the flow front as a function of (a) time and (b) height for series 1 (6 M K2CO3 → 6 M HCl) (diamonds), series 2 (6 M K2CO3 → 9 M HCl) (triangles), and series 3 (6 M K2CO3 → 12 M HCl) (crosses). The solid lines in Figure 7a are derived from the best fit lines of Figure 6.

The maximum velocities reached are the same to within the error for all the series, namely, about 15 m s⁻¹. The figure shows that higher supersaturation implies greater acceleration; for example, taking the error bars into account, a velocity of 15 m s⁻¹ is reached over a distance of 17.1 cm (12 M, S = 455), 20.7 cm (9 M, S = 390), 31.5 cm (6 M, S = 303). The initial acceleration is similar for the first two cases (12 M, 9 M) but diverges markedly after the first 4 cm of motion. The subsequent deceleration is more pronounced for lower supersaturation.

An estimate for the maximum acceleration experienced by these flows was obtained by plotting the velocity-versus-time data on a log-log plot. The initial part of each of these curves is linear and so the power law describing the data could be determined using standard regression techniques. The scatter of the points in fact gives a range of possible power laws and so the first derivatives of these curves gives the maximum acceleration and the uncertainty in this value. The maximum acceleration tends to increase with increasing supersaturation from 75 ± 15 g at S = 303 to 125 ± 10 g at S = 390 and then to nearly 180 ± 40 g at S = 455.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the theoretical supersaturation and the maximum acceleration for the three experimental conditions. This figure suggests that there is a correlation between the observed acceleration of the flow front and the initial gas supersaturation. The data are well fitted by linear (R=0.994) and second order polynomial (R=1) fits which do not pass through the origin. These fits imply that there is an initial value of supersaturation which must be attained before any flow acceleration results. This result is intuitively correct: taking the top off a bottle of carbonated water, which creates a CO2 supersaturation, does not always result in accelerating flow.

Pressure Traces

Figure 9 shows output from the pressure transducer PTI from five runs for each of the experimental conditions. The traces suggest that there is a general form of the pressure trace from this transducer which measures the momentum flux transferred to the base of the test cell by the expanding flow. The pressure traces in Figure 9 are highly repeatable for each of the experimental conditions and justify the procedure of creating composite plots from several runs of the same experiment.

In order to distinguish between pressures produced by the evolving gases during the chemical reaction and pressures measured due to the injection process, dummy runs were performed in which air was injected into air (i.e., the solenoid valves and pistons were operated with an empty test cell) and water was injected into water. The PTI pressure trace for the air
Figure 9. Pressure traces. Each plot shows the pressure recorded as a function of time during five runs under the same experimental conditions. To facilitate comparisons, the zero of the time axis for each pressure trace has been modified so that the five graphs on each plot are superimposed as closely as possible: (a) 6 M K₂CO₃ → 6 M HCl, (b) 6 M K₂CO₃ → 9 M HCl, (c) 6 M K₂CO₃ → 12 M HCl, and (d) 4.5 M K₂CO₃ → 12 M HCl.

Figure 10. An example of the pressure signal for the injection of 6 M K₂CO₃ into 6 M HCl.

The general features of a typical PT1 pressure signal are illustrated in Figure 10. The trace can be sectioned into several parts: the injection event, the peak pressure and the decay of peak pressure. The operation of the injector commences at t = 50 ms. The small fluctuations of order 3-4 kPa between t = 50 ms and t = 80 ms are attributed to mechanical vibrations generated during the injection process (compare with air into air dummy run described above). The first prominent peak of 12 kPa at t = 83 ms is also due to the injection process and represents the pressure exerted by the turbulent flow of K₂CO₃ into the test cell (compare with water into water dummy run described above). Over the following 3-4 ms, there is a nucleation delay followed by a rapid rise in the pressure to 97 kPa, the second peak. This is the most pronounced peak of the pressure profile and is due to the initial explosive event. The pressure measured gives a direct measure of the thrust experienced by the flow. There follows a rapid decay to about 15 kPa over 5 ms followed by a more gradual decay to ambient over a further 30 ms.

The pressure trace measured at the test cell top PT2 is also shown in Figure 10. This trace suggests compression of the air initially in the test cell above the reactants as the flow expands producing the observed increase in pressure to about 10 kPa at 30 ms after the injection event. The sensitivity of the transducer is not sufficient to provide more detail of the pressure conditions at the top of the test cell.

Discussion

Gas Evolution and Foam Expansion

The results show that our apparatus produces violently expanding two-phase flows with a high degree of reproducibility. The flows experience accelerations up to 180 g and velocities up to 15 m s⁻¹. The rate of generation of CO₂ and therefore flow expansion is potentially limited by four main factors: chemical reaction kinetics, fluid mechanical mixing, bubble nucleation kinetics, and diffusive bubble growth. In this section we evaluate the contribution of these factors to gas evolution.

We first discuss the influence of the chemical reaction and physical mixing. The chemical reaction used to produce our expanding two-phase flows is the decomposition of K₂CO₃ to CO₂:
The rapid forward reaction in the decomposition of carbonate can occur via the following reaction [Bamford and Tripper, 1969]

\[ K_2CO_3 + 2HCl = 2KCl + CO_2 + H_2O. \]  

(1)

The forward reaction rate constant in this decomposition is second order in HCO_3^- and first order in H_2CO_3 with a forward reaction rate constant of \( k = 4.7 \times 10^{10} \) L mol\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) [Bamford and Tripper, 1969], which is practical for instantaneous purposes. The second stage of the reaction is first order in H_2CO_3 consumption and has a rate constant of \( k = 15 \) s\(^{-1}\) [Bamford and Tripper, 1969]. To analyze the chemical reactions in our experiments, we model the test cell as a stirred-tank reactor. If we assume standard dilute reaction kinetics, then for this first-order reaction we have

\[ \dot{N}_{H_2CO_3} = -kN_{H_2CO_3} \]  

(3)

where \( N_{H_2CO_3} \) is the number of moles of H_2CO_3 in the reactor. Hence

\[ N_{H_2CO_3} = N_0 e^{-kt} \]  

(4)

where \( N_0 \) is the initial number of moles of H_2CO_3. We have here furthermore assumed that the reactants are homogeneously pre mixed in which case \( N_0 \) is also the total number of moles of H_2CO_3 available in the system for conversion into CO_2. The time taken for the concentration of H_2CO_3 to fall to 1/e of its initial concentration is \( t = 66 \) ms. The formation of CO_2 is thus the rate limiting step in the chemical reaction. Now, by (2)

\[ \dot{N}_{CO_2} = kN_{H_2CO_3} \]  

(5)

and so

\[ N_{CO_2} = N_0 (1 - e^{-kt}). \]  

(6)

In Figure 11 we compare the increase of CO_2 volume with time for our experiments, with the CO_2 production predicted on the basis of the above dilute reaction kinetics and the assumption that the reactants are homogeneously pre mixed. The graph clearly shows that the evolution of CO_2 in our experiments is different from that predicted by the dilute reaction kinetics; for small times the rate of evolution is much less than predicted; however, for times \( t > 30 \) ms the observed evolution rate greatly exceeds prediction. The dilute kinetic CO_2 production curve asymptotically approaches a maximum yield of 0.58 L, assuming room temperature and pressure (RTP) conditions. The experimental CO_2 volume can only be determined for the initial 50 ms of the experimental run, as subsequently the expanding flow is not observable. The experimental curve must also approach the maximum CO_2 yield value of 0.58 L. The gradient of the experimental curve reduces from its maximum value as time increases. Thus we could reasonably expect that measurements taken at later times would show an increasingly rapid drop in gas exsolution as the reaction reaches completion and that the experimental curve might approach the dilute kinetic curve for large times.

The behavior observed at small times is functionally different from that predicted for dilute solutions, and the rate of gas evolution measured is several orders of magnitude less. Explanations for the discrepancy between the curves are the consequence of physical mixing and the kinetics of bubble nucleation and growth. The reactants are initially not well mixed and so the reaction is slower to get started than predicted by the dilute reaction kinetics which assume a well mixed situation. For times exceeding about 40 ms, the observed volumes of CO_2 are in excess of those predicted by the theory. This suggests that the reaction kinetics for these highly concentrated solutions must be significantly faster than suggested by the dilute reaction kinetics and that therefore the gas evolution is limited primarily by fluid mechanical mixing and the kinetics of bubble formation and growth.

We now consider mixing. In our experiments gas evolution promotes mixing which in turn could lead to further gas evolution. The positive feedback effect in the flows leads to the accelerated gas evolution rate observed. This can be quantified as follows. In order to account for the effects of mixing, we represent the left-hand side of (3) as the sum of two terms.

\[ \dot{N}_{H_2CO_3} = \dot{N}_R + \dot{N}_M \]  

(7)

where \( \dot{N}_R = -kN_{H_2CO_3} \) and \( \dot{N}_M \) is determined from a mixing model. One description of the mixing can be derived by making a conventional mixing hypothesis [Turner, 1973], namely, that HCl and K_2CO_3 are brought together at a rate proportional to the volume flux (velocity times the cell cross-sectional area). The liberation rate of CO_2 therefore has a proportionality constant \( \beta \). Then, from (2), a similar analysis to (3) to (6) leads to the result

\[ N_{CO_2} = \frac{N_i}{1 - \beta} \left( 1 - e^{-k(1-\beta)t} \right) \]  

(8)

where \( N_i \) is the initial number of moles of H_2CO_3 and \( N_i/(1-\beta) = N_0 \) the total number of moles of H_2CO_3 available in the system. The duration of the reaction is prolonged over that of (6), but otherwise the mixing hypothesis does not change the fundamental nature of the chemical reaction and therefore cannot by itself reproduce the observed gas evolution.

We now consider diffusive bubble growth as a rate-limiting process. The volume expansion of the flows has been shown to follow a power law relationship with the height \( \Delta h \propto r^{2.2} \) to \( r^3 \) (volume expansion \( \alpha \) as the test cell is cylindrical). This result can be compared with that expected for diffusive growth of bubbles after a discrete nucleation event and with experimental results of expansion of aqueous solutions containing dissolved CO_2 under pressure and subjected to a sudden decompression [Mader et al., 1994]. Diffusive growth of spherical bubbles in an infinite, stationary fluid should follow the parabolic law \( R \propto t^{1.5} \).
where $R$ is the radius of the bubbles [Scriven, 1959; Sparks et al., 1994]. Thus the volume expansion and hence $\Delta V$ in our experiments would increase as $t^2$. The aqueous experiments with dissolved CO$_2$ [Mader et al., 1994] showed a discrete nucleation event following decompression, but these flows expanded at constant acceleration ($\Delta V \propto t^2$). The behavior in those experiments can be interpreted as a consequence of bubble advection [Mader et al., 1994] which gives this power law if the bubble grows by diffusion whilst rising at a constant velocity through the surrounding liquid [van Wijngaarden, 1967].

The higher expansion rates observed in these experiments can be attributed to a number of factors. The models discussed above assume that there is only one nucleation event, assume that the gas is initially uniformly dissolved throughout the fluid (i.e., the chemical reaction and mixing processes are very fast) and assume that the expanding bubbles have identical growth histories. In our experiments the mixing of the reactants must result in progressive nucleation of bubbles leading to increased gas production with time in the early stages of the flows. The flows are likely to be highly heterogeneous as a consequence of incomplete mixing. They are also turbulent and this might enhance the advective contribution to growth. Furthermore, it is probable that the bubbles are not spherical but become highly deformed in the rapidly accelerating flow field. This would have the effect of increasing the surface area to volume ratio with time, hence promoting diffusion into the bubble [Sparks et al., 1994].

Our analysis of end-member models indicates that no single process completely dominates the gas evolution and expansion. The dilute chemical reaction kinetics and simple physical mixing cannot produce the observed gas evolution. Similarly, diffusion-limited bubble growth cannot generate the observed rates. Expansions are strongly correlated with the supersaturation in our experiments. Also bubble nucleation rates increase strongly with supersaturation [Swanger and Rhines, 1972] and thus we expect that void formation increases with flow expansion rate. Therefore there is a strong feedback between chemical generation of dissolved CO$_2$ due to progressive mixing of reactants and bubble nucleation rates.

In order to produce a rational description of the expansion it is necessary to invoke strong nonlinearities in the system. This process can be modeled as a stirred-tank reactor into which reactants are continuously and nonlinearly blended. We empirically model nonlinear mixing by adopting a mixing law in accord with the observed power law time dependence of fluid velocity, moderated by a late-time exponential decay.

$$N_M = C t^2 e^{-\kappa t}$$

(9)

where $C$ and $\kappa$ are empirical constants. We solve (7) with (3) and (9), subject to the condition that there is no H$_2$CO$_3$ present initially:

$$N_{H_2CO_3} = \frac{C t^3}{3} e^{-\kappa t}.$$  

(10)

From (5), integrating (10) gives the result

$$N_{CO_2} = \frac{K C}{3} t^3 e^{-\kappa t} dt$$

(11)

$$N_{CO_2} = \frac{2C}{\kappa t^3} \left[ 1 - \left( 1 + \kappa t + \frac{\kappa^2 t^2}{2} + \frac{\kappa^3 t^3}{6} \right) e^{-\kappa t} \right].$$

The result of fitting (11), multiplied by the molar volume of CO$_2$ at RTP, to the experimental data is shown in Figure 11 by the dashed line. The empirical values used are $C = 1.46 \times 10^3$ mol $m^{-3}$ and $\kappa = 107$ s$^{-1}$. In addition, in the plot the start of (11) has been arbitrarily delayed by 6.5 ms in order to improve the fit.

The model represents the observed behavior satisfactorily. Presumably, a better fit could be achieved for each run by assuming a noninteger power of $t$ and evaluating its value by a least squares fit with a numerical integration of (10). However, the simple argument presented here is sufficient to make the point that the mechanism of mixing and the enhancement of gas evolution by rapid expansion are crucial to the explosive behavior. It is significant that the fit does not admit a finite value for the amount of H$_2$CO$_3$ present at the onset which is consistent with the fact that mixing is initiated between two separated reactants.

**Fragmentation of Expanding Foam Flows**

If the rate of deformation of the expanding flow exceeds the relaxation rate of the fluid then fragmentation occurs. We can distinguish between ductile fragmentation (used in the generation of industrial and agricultural sprays) which results from the generation and growth of fluid instabilities, and brittle fragmentation, where the extensional strain rates are such that the liquid crosses the glass transition.

In the process of ductile fragmentation, the liquid flow is subjected to an initial perturbation which results in the distortion of the flow into liquid ligaments. Liquid surface tension controls the breakup of ligaments into droplets or globules which subsequently disintegrate into smaller droplets. In our experiments, we observed the collision of foam streams induced by flow around the injector resulting in the formation of foam ligaments and the initiation of fragmentation (see Figure 4). The observation suggests that the fragmentation mechanism in the experiments is ductile. Indeed, liquids like water have extremely small relaxation times (of order $10^{-12}$ s) and so strain rates far in excess of those measured here would be required to cause brittle fracturing of our aqueous foam. The original analysis of the instability of a liquid cylinder issuing from a nozzle was carried out by Lord Rayleigh (reproduced in detail by Chandrasekhar, 1961). The key result of this analysis is that the cylinder breaks down into symmetric "pinch and swell" structures due to the action of surface tension. The relaxation timescale for ductile fragmentation of a liquid cylinder is given by $T = (\pi^2 a/2) r^3$ [Parisi, 1993], where $r$ is the radius of the liquid cylinder and $\sigma$ is the surface tension of the liquid. Subsequent disintegration of liquid ligaments to globules or droplets was considered by Hinze [1955]. However, neither of these analyses can, as yet, be applied to disintegration of foam ligaments and globules, as foam deformation is influenced by non-Newtonian rheology and planes of weakness resulting from the foam's cellular structure [Kreysik, 1988].

No clear fragmentation front is observed in our flows. Fragmentation is initiated by fluid-mechanical perturbations and occurs throughout the flow in the regions of most rapid gas release where the deformation rate is largest. On fragmentation of foam ligaments, the resulting globules are accelerated to the velocity of the expanding gas flow, as a result of no longer being constrained by the wall shear stress and inertia of the foam continuum. These explosions are markedly different from those created in explosive boiling experiments [Hill and Sturtevant, 1990]. The explosively boiling liquids experienced an evaporation wave which propagated down into the liquid column at constant velocity with nucleation and fragmentation occurring at the free surface.

**Implications for Volcanic Phenomena**

A key characteristic of the natural systems that we have tried to match in these experiments is that the volatile component (largely H$_2$O or CO$_2$ in a real volcanic eruption) is in a gaseous state after exsolution but the liquid component (in nature, a silicate liquid ± crystals), which makes up most of the mass of the system, is essentially entirely condensed, even after the volatile component...
has nearly completely exsolved. In these respects, the system in these experiments differs significantly from one-component systems [Hill and Sturtevant, 1990] and two-component systems that completely or nearly completely evaporate on decompression.

In order to ensure that the physical processes of explosive volcanism are properly modeled by laboratory simulations, the experiments must be conducted with similar velocities, accelerations and flow densities to those in large-scale natural flows. Velocities in our experiments approach those of volcanic flows (~10 to 100 m s⁻¹), as do the accelerations (~10 to 100 g); note that gravity (1 g) is unimportant in flows that experience such large accelerations. The high velocities and accelerations experienced by these flows mean that inertial rather than viscous forces control the dynamics. If the velocities of the laboratory experiments and natural flows are similar, then a necessary consequence is that the timescales in the smaller scale laboratory system are much smaller than the natural timescales. It is indeed the case that the experiments reported here have approximately short times to scale to typical volcanic flows. The pressure ratio for the experiments ranges from 50 to 100, comparable to magmas with a few percent dissolved water (supersaturation pressures ~50 to 100 MPa) that disrupt explosively at a few megapascals [Sparks, 1978; Wilson, 1980].

Obviously, the length scales of the volcanic system cannot be reproduced in the laboratory. However, it is accepted practice in the study of bubbly liquids and dusty gases that if the transverse dimension of the flow channel is much larger than the smallest bubbles or particles, as it is in our experiments and in the natural flows, then the long-range dynamical interactions between phases that generate a variety of flow scales will be free to act. Bubble nucleation and growth are ultimately the processes that drive the accelerations observed in our experiments, so scaling of our results to nature requires an evaluation of how they may differ in supersaturated magmas. Molar fractions of volatiles in our experiments (up to 0.1 CO₂) are comparable to those of intermediate to silicic magmas (0.02–0.06 lI₂O), so the ratio of gas to condensed matter is comparable in the experiments and in nature. The diffusivity of CO₂ in H₂O (2×10⁻⁹ m² s⁻¹ at 20 °C) is about 200x larger than that of H₂O in concentrations of about 0.03 in magma at 850°C (~10⁻¹¹ m² s⁻¹). The diffusively controlled volume growth rate of voids during degassing is proportional to the product of diffusivity and concentration, which could be locally as much as 200x larger than in the magma. The viscosity of water is also many orders of magnitude less than that of magma in explosive eruptions. However, provided the flow regime is inertial, viscosity does not affect the bulk flow dynamics and is therefore not a relevant parameter. Moreover, numerical calculations [Dobran, 1992; Proussevitch et al., 1993; Sparks et al., 1994; Thomas et al., 1994; Barclay et al., 1995] indicate that, even under the conditions of explosive eruption, diffusive bubble growth is not retarded by viscous effects unless magma viscosities exceed about 10⁶ Pa s. In the fragmentation region, with pressures of a few megapascals, magmas are not fully degassed and a few tenths of a percent of residual dissolved water are sufficient to keep viscosities at values that would not inhibit explosive expansion rates. Bubble densities in these experiments are thought to be locally higher than the 10⁶ m⁻³ measured in decompression experiments [Mader et al., 1994] but are still likely to be significantly less than the 2×10⁴ m⁻³ observed in laboratory experiments on volcanic glasses [Hurwitz and Navon, 1994], and the nucleation densities of 3×10¹⁴ - 3×10¹⁵ m⁻³ inferred from observations of pumice [Whitham and Sparks, 1986; Sparks and Brazier, 1982]. That bubble densities in the present experiments are possibly several orders of magnitude smaller than in nature and in decompression experiments on magmatic compositions suggests that gas evolution rates and accelerations in natural events could be even greater than in these flows.

A possible difference between the experiments and nature concerns the rates of decompression. In the experiments the ambient pressure is 0.1 MPa and the bubbles form from a strongly supersaturated liquid as a consequence of the chemical reaction. The experiments are thus analogous to a sudden large pressure drop and so effectively simulate certain kinds of explosive eruptions such as discrete vulcanian explosions of lava domes. In the case of more sustained eruptions, such as plinian events, decompression occurs progressively as the magma ascends. However, recent experimental data on bubble nucleation in rhyolites [Hurwitz and Navon, 1994] and modeling of the flow regimes in conduits [Sparks et al., 1994] suggest that bubble expansion occurs under conditions of large supersaturations and very rapid decompressions even in sustained eruptions, which make conditions in the experiments closely comparable to those observed in nature. For example, Sparks et al. [1994] calculate that pressure drops of order 10⁵ MPa can occur in time periods of order 10 s in plinian eruptions.

Evidence for the extreme conditions of bubble nucleation and growth in volcanic eruptions can be found in pumice. Bubble densities of 10¹⁴ to 10¹⁵ m⁻³ are typical of a wide range of sizes [Sparks and Brazier, 1982; Whitham and Sparks, 1986]. Many pumice clasts in plinian deposits and ignimbrites display fibrous or woody pumice. We suggest that such textures are the direct consequence of the large accelerations that the foamy magma experiences during explosive bubble growth, which results in an elongation of the bubbles as they grow. In our experiments, water droplets form in a spray in the liquid state, demonstrating that ductile fragmentation induced by rapid expansion can occur and may provide the fragmentation mechanism in volcanic eruptions also. Foam flows exhibit viscoplastic behavior in that they possess a yield stress below which they do not deform. At shear stresses above this value, the viscosity is shear stress dependent [Kramis, 1988]. We observed accelerations to 15 m s⁻¹ in distances of less than 0.5 m producing extensional strain rates of order 30 s⁻¹. Our experimental liquids are very different to magmas in terms of intrinsic viscosity and surface tension. Assuming that the dynamics of the experimental flows are similar to those found in explosive volcanic eruptions, as suggested above, we would expect the deformation rate in the large-scale flows to be of the same order as those seen in our experiments. Silicic magmas exhibit viscoelastic behavior at strain rates comparable to those observed in our experiments [Dingwell and Webb, 1989]. The Maxwell model of linear viscoelastic materials provides a relaxation time τ = μΓ⁻¹, where μ is the shear viscosity and τ is the shear modulus [Yarin, 1993]. For a magma with a few weight percent dissolved water at eruption temperature μ = 10⁶ Pa s and G = 10⁶ Pa so τ = 0.1 s which is of the same order as the inverse strain rate in rapid exsolution. Thus the deformation rate could be sufficient to cause magma to cross the glass transition and so the fragmentation mechanism in an explosive eruption could be brittle.

Models of explosive volcanism have postulated that magma fragments at a simple downward-propagating front in almost static foams with vesicularities of 0.7 to 0.8 [Sparks, 1978; Wilson et al., 1980]. In these models flow acceleration occurs after fragmentation. Our experimental simulations cast doubt on this concept. Foam acceleration precedes fragmentation rather than the reverse.
models of fragmentation in explosive eruptions [Sparks, 1978; these may not occur at a well-defined fragmentation surface, regarded as a function of the local flow conditions rather than the fluid properties. Although both the nucleation process and advection may in some respects be different in magmatic systems, degassing in explosively expanding liquids will in general be significantly enhanced by these effects and they should therefore be included in models of explosive eruptions. Furthermore, models of fragmentation in explosive eruptions [Sparks, 1978; Wilson et al., 1980] must be amended to take account of the fact that foam acceleration accompanies fragmentation and that fragmentation may not occur at a well-defined fragmentation surface.
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